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Abstract. We present a system for learning programming skills, ProGames, 
through a leveled set of visually-attractive and interactive programming exer-
cises in Greenfoot, categorized by students likes to offer them solutions to prob-
lems they really enjoy or like most. The system has been evaluated during the 
course 2012-13 in 3 Computer Science Degrees and our results show very posi-
tive acceptance by the students. 
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1 Introduction 

The difficulty of learning abstract concepts, generally unknown to students, and the 
lack of systems proposing the unification between technical programming aspects and 
methods currently applied to foster student motivation, provoke in them lack of inter-
est, failure and abandonment. That is why many concepts and methods of program-
ming constructs are currently rethought. Professor Mark Guzdial [1, 2, 3] of Georgia 
Institute of Technology is considered a pioneer in teaching programming and sciences 
learning. He proposed a series of innovative activities aimed to enhancing the teach-
ing-learning process in the engineering field. The main objective of ProGames, the 
system presented in this paper, is facilitating learning and foster motivation into the 
programming area. To this purpose, we propose a comprehensive set of programming 
games that are in fact exercises arranged into categories that students individually can 
select and complete according to their particular tastes. Therefore, there will be a wide 

                                                           
 

 



range of solutions to problems in environments attractive to students where they will 
likely feel comfortably capable.  Once a given student has been categorized, he will 
start his own path of learning proceeding progressively through the levels of the cho-
sen category. Moving to the next level is possible only after successfully completing 
all the tasks in the current one. The process can be repeated as many times as needed, 
until success is attained. 

To provide visual interactive solutions to the programming exercises, the Green-
foot [4] development environment has been used because: i) its target audience is the 
educative community, and, ii) it includes tools for developing great visually-rich in-
teractive applications. We have proposed 4 categories or scenarios for the problems. 
Each category consists of 7 levels of contents. Therefore, a set of exercises is pro-
posed for each category and its 7 levels. All in all, a total of 192 different exercises 
are proposed. Students will download the set of exercises for each level, to be execut-
ed in Greenfoot Programming Environment. Thus, they can visually execute the inter-
active exercise solution, and understand it intuitively, providing a solution to a real 
case. Later on, students must study deeply the programming code, to understand it 
and become familiar with the different programming techniques used. 

2 Existing systems 

One of the earliest pieces of software developed to teach programming is Logo [5], a 
high level language designed for teaching beginners to program. Another is Greenfoot 
[4], a restricted Java environment with custom high level libraries. In addition, much 
attention has lately focused on using a combination of visual programming with a 
‘storytelling’ aspect, to make the experience of programming more immersive for 
children; namely Alice [6] and Scratch [7]. Letting children create their own stories in 
an open-ended way means that they can connect with their interests, which can be a 
key factor for motivation [8]. Using visual programming lets younger children be-
come more easily involved in the process of programming both by removing syntax 
problems, and also through basic HCI mechanisms, such as recognition instead of 
recall.  

A problem with simplified programming systems is that students often feel that 
they are not doing real programming, which can have a negative effect on both confi-
dence and interest in programming. Related to this, is requiring students to make a 
commitment to learning the language and environment of the system. This is often 
somewhat wasteful since it can take a long time, and once they finish the course they 
will likely never use the system again – after all, these are not ‘real’ programming 
languages. There are a number of games, including LightBot [9], Robozzle [10], Car-
nage Heart [11] and VISPROCON [12] that make use of programming as the core 
game play mechanic. Although these games have a reduced programming fidelity 
compared to those mentioned above (e.g. Scratch and Alice), they do offer a lot of 
advantages. Games generally do not rely on teachers, which for the aforementioned 
reasons can be advantageous.  



Project Euler is a series of challenging mathematical/computer programming prob-
lems that require more than just mathematical insights to solve. The trick is to craft a 
ladder of increasingly difficult levels, each one building on the last [13]. Project Euler 
is popular and engaging, in part because it is set up like a video game, with 340 fun, 
very carefully ordered problems. 
With the right programming environment, students with even fairly rudimentary 
programming skills can produce software that is graphically impressive and supports 
complex user interactivity [14]. It is generally accepted in the literature that a 
programming assignment that involves building a real application is more rewarding 
than one that involves an isolated and unrealistic processing task [15]. 

The target audience of users of Greenfoot includes students from about 14 years of 
age, and scales up into introductory university education [4]. Users of Greenfoot may 
be complete programming novices within that age group, or they may have had prior 
programming experience in Scratch, Alice, or comparable systems. Concepts learned 
in Alice and Scratch transfer well into Greenfoot. The programming language used in 
Greenfoot is standard Java. The use of a textual language in general (as opposed to 
the Scratch/Alice model of drag-and-drop instruction blocks) is considerably harder 
for young learners to master. But we are using it at university level. Using Java in 
Greenfoot is considerably easier than using Java in a standard professional environ-
ment (be it a text editor/command line environment or a standard professional IDE). 

3 The ProGames system organization 

To determine the student’s preferences, we have created an ad-hoc website to offer a 
personal interest test based in the manual Kuder-C [16, 17]. This manual is applicable 
to teenagers and adults, so it perfectly adjusts the ProGames target audience. It offers 
an evaluation of interest of the subject on 10 different fields of interest with 168 
questions on: Open Air, Mechanical, Calculus, Scientific, Persuasive, Artistic, 
Literary, Musical, Assistance and Administrative. The results obtained by a subject 
point out his likings or preferences for given type of activities. We have simplified it 
to the 4 more representative categories and only 20 questions. The chosen categories 
are: 1- Open Air: indicates preference for activities generally performed outdoors. 2- 
Artistic: indicates preference for creative works, generally dealing with (pleasing) 
works, such as drawing, coloring and attractive materials. 3- Assistance: indicates 
preference for activities that imply helping other people. 4- Calculus: indicates 
preference for numeric tasks and solving of mathematical problems. 

The test would also give the affinity percentage to the other three categories. So the 
students, if desired, can complete his learning with the proposed exercises on the oth-
er categories, according with their preferences. 

Each categories have seven levels of exercises that increase in difficulty: 1-basic 
programming constructs 2-structured instructions, 3- sub programming, 4-
introduction to recursion, 5- arrays and algorithms with arrays, 6- files and records 
and 7- complex data types. He would firstly pick the category he has more affinity to, 
and start progressively with the adapted contents (lessons) for that category. In each 



of the seven lessons a set of exercises is proposed. The main idea is that the student 
downloads the exercises and executes them in the Greenfoot Programming Environ-
ment. Thus, he would visually check the exercise solution and, intuitively, understand 
it; so he has also a real use case for a given problem. Following to these, student must 
deeply study the exercise code, to understand it and learn the programming skills of 
each lesson.  

The ProGames system has 192 exercises (49 for open air, 48 Artistic, 47 Assis-
tance and 48 Calculus). These visually rich scenarios and the questions for their test-
ing for learning programming have taken over 9 months of a full time Java program-
mer. 

4 Example of Interactive materials: Recursion with the Towers 
of Hanoi 

The process for each exercise is that student would interact with the game, execute it 
several times, for different inputs and see what happens; once this phase is over, he 
would go to the code, and try to understand how the interactive game has been made. 
Next to that he would be asked a question about it, in order to check if he has under-
stood it or not. In case of failure, he would have to repeat the process until the con-
cepts become clear and answers are right.  
Recursion is traditionally a very challenging concept for new programmers to master. 
Into the interactive Greenfoot world we are able to demonstrate recursion with the 
game “Towers of Hanoi”. The game explains the movements required to transfer be 
made to move an entered number of discs from the first tower to the last, using as an 
intermediate tower the middle one. The player can move only a disc at a time, and a 
disc cannot be placed on top of a smaller one. Students can play the game varying the 
input data, which is the number of discs, just be clicking on the Act button (Figure 1). 

Once the game has been played, student is requested to edit the Towers class to see 
the recursive function used (Figure 2). The variables origin, destination and aux cor-
respond to the first, third and second tower respectively, and the n contains the en-
tered number of discs for that execution. 

 
Fig. 1. Recursion with Greenfoot Towers of Hanoi Game 



Students can now understand how a recursive function makes call to itself, and what 
are the parameters on every call. With some more games of this type in the selected 
category, the student will be ready to be examined by the virtual teacher in Merlin-
Know, as explained in the next section, or on any other system. 

 
Fig. 2. Source Code for the Towers of Hanoi Game 

5 Acceptance by Students 

The sample of students belonged to 3 Degrees of the Rey Juan Carlos University of 
Madrid: Computer Science Degree, Computer Science – Mathematics Double Degree, 
and Computer Science – Business Administration Double Degree. The three degrees 
had the same teachers, course materials and schedule. ProGames has been tested in 
the first semester (from September 20th to December 20th) of the academic year 
2012-2013. The experiment included 44 CS1 (Computer Science) students of the 3 
degrees of the course “Introduction to Programming”, including: basic programming 
con-structs and structured instructions, sub-programming, introduction to recursion, 
ar-rays, files and records. We have combined the quantitative data provided by the 
ProGames system thanks to Merlin-Know and Merlin-Mo [18] and the subjective 
information provided by students through to a survey that students sent to teachers, 
using Google drive [19] technology, a survey on how students interacted with the 
system, to which degree they liked the various parts of it or how they reached it, is 
presented on this section.  

The use of the ProGames was an extracurricular activity, only taken by 44 of the 
117 students belonging to the 3 Degrees, who voluntarily wanted to; the use of the 
ProGames system was incentivized with the additional recognition of 1 ECTS credit 
when they passed with a grade of 7/10 all the tests in Merlin-Know (an ad-Hoc mod-
ule for Moodle to test the progress in learning of students and that offers them feed-
back) of only one or two categories, 1.5 ECTS credits when have done the same with 
3 categories and 2 ECTS credits when the 7/10 grade was obtained for all the tests of 
the 4 categories. 

The data analysis has been done with Many Eyes [20] that allows interactive anal-
ysis. Figure 3 presents the analysis of categories, on the x-axis the seven lessons for 
each category (from 1 to 7), on the y-axis, the 4 categories (from bottom to top: Assis-
tance, Calculus, Artistic and Open Air), the bubble size indicates the number of stu-
dents that chosen it, and color indicates the acceptance grade (legend is on the top 
right). On the categories analysis, the first three were clearly more picked than the last 
one, Open Air which is the last one that student completed, about ¼ less students 
completed it (44 to 29 approximately). It clearly seems that the last of students 
‘choice was Open Air, which can be positive for future computer science profession-



al’s which work will mostly be done indoors. If exercises are proposed for students on 
these 3 Computer Science Degrees, on the first three categories, they will probably 
have better acceptance. Taking into account the lesson analysis for categories, it clear-
ly seems that from lesson 4 onwards, there are a higher students’ percentage ‘not lik-
ing much’ the lessons; we think it can be because the difficulty grade increases, since 
these lessons are: recursion, arrays and algorithms with arrays, files and registers and 
advanced data types. Actually, first three lessons are more liked by students, particu-
larly lesson 3 in the calculus category, which has had absolutely no dislikes. On the 
contrary, almost ¼ of students did not like lesson 7 in the Artistic category, whose 
exercises should be improved on future ProGames versions. All in all, lesson 3 in all 
categories has been exceptionally well received; it is the one corresponding to sub-
programming, which is a very important concept taught on an introductory program-
ming university course. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Scatterplot of categories comparison by lesson, size and likeness 

Figure 4 shows students preferences selected on the Kuder-C test [16, 17] of voca-
tional preferences taken by students for their categorization at the beginning of the 
experiment. 

 
Fig. 4. Scatterplot of Categories chosen by genders 

On the x-axis is shown the order of categories’ preference they had marked on the 
initial test based on it, and therefore followed into the ProGames system. On the y-
axis the bar size indicates the number of occurrences, and the color differentiates 



between men and women. The category chose on first place has been calculus, for 
both men and women. Therefore, students on Computer Science Degrees show pref-
erence for these types of activities, so if we offer them this type of problems, they will 
accept them better. It is very closely followed by the Artistic an Assistance categories. 
Considering the gender analysis, the percentage of women liking the Assistance cate-
gory on the second place is considerably higher than in any other category. Anyway, 
their first choice is also calculus, as it is also for men 

For the interfaces definition task, it is very important to determine how students 
access to the ProGames system. Thy used PCs (40%), laptops (43%), notebooks (9%), 
smartphones (5%) and tablets (4%). The reason why the smartphones’ percentage is 
so low is because the Greenfoot API needs to be installed on a computer in order to be 
able to execute the exercises. 

When at the end of the evaluation students were asked, ‘in general have you liked 
working with the ProGames system?” they answered that quite much (48%), very 
much (25%), a little bit (20%) and not at all (8%). 

6 Conclusions and future work 

It was a challenge to think on a system for learning programming that fit the stu-
dents’ personal needs and liking, aimed to improving their learning process. Further-
more, it was our goal to offer the 192 leveled sample exercises in an environment 
interactive, visually attractive and through programming games. It was very important 
being able to offer the ProGames system to students in a LMS that nicely supported it. 
Finally, it was important for us being able to test the progress of students through 
their learning into the system, to analyze their interactions, and also show them their 
personal progress, performance and comparison with their classmates. Those objec-
tives have been fully satisfied. Firstly, the categorization has been possible thanks to 
the development of a web system based on Kuder C test of personal interests. Second-
ly, the interactive and very attractive to students’ game-based programming environ-
ment for the development of the 192 programming exercises has been Greenfoot. 
Thirdly, the LMS system proposed hosts the system the collection, Moodle, and the 
new module developed for it, Merlin-Know, with its virtual teacher that guides and 
motivates students learning and show them their progress. As a whole, we feel very 
satisfied with the solution proposed. 

ProGames system has been tested on 3 Computer Science Degrees of Escuela Téc-
nica Superior de Ingeniería Informática of Universidad Rey Juan Carlos during the 
academic year 2012-2013. The students’ interaction analysis and their subjective 
opinion about the system have been very satisfactory. Almost all exercises on almost 
all categories were very much enjoyed, successfully accomplished and accepted, 
which has arisen a very positive opinion on them. 

More solid studies are carried out to compare possible differences in increase on 
knowledge between ProGames and the traditional learning method. 
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